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PART - A

Personal Information Feedbacks

How did you become aware of these courses? (396 responses)

- Brochures
- Friends or Colleagues
- Media (News Paper, web search etc.)
- Email from Life Skills MOOC (CEMCA)
- Email from agMOOCs
- WhatsApp message
- Other…

![Bar Chart](image-url)
You are (396 responses)

- A female
- A male
- Not willing to state

You are in the age group of (396 responses)

- Below 17
- 17 - 24
- 25 - 34
- 35 - 44
- 45 - 54
- 55 - 64
- Above 65
Reason you are taking this course (396 responses)

- To increase my knowledge and awareness
- To design a new course
- Curiosity and personal interest
- For professional development (contributing to my CV, for example)
- To get a certificate

How do you plan to use the knowledge gained from the course? (394 responses)

- Use for my professional development
- Share with Students in a class
- Share with Friends and colleague
- Share with Administrators and senior professionals
- Design your own course
- Other
You are (395 responses)

- a student
- a Faculty member
- an Educational Administrator (e.g. Dean)
- a working professional
- an Un-affiliated Learner

If student or faculty or researcher or employee, you are in (396 responses)
Some more points

- Research scholar at IARI, New Delhi
- College of dairy technology
- Private company
- A statutory financial institution
- Business Person and MBA
- DISTRICT INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING
- MBA program
- University of Agricultural Sciences
- SKUAST JAMMU ,Msc Agronomy student
- Farmer
- Deemed University (IIT, Kanpur)
- SKUAST JAMMU ,Msc Agronomy student
- Deemed University (IIT, Kanpur)
- Teacher training college.
- Holding the post as Principal
- Dairy & Food Science
- BSc Bed integrated
- Pharmaceutical background - M. Pharmacy from Bits pilani
- COMMERCE COLLEGE
- Agriculture university I am PhD scholar
- E-learning, An Instructional Designer
- School
- NGO
- Veterinary College
- Skill development organisation
- DDU-GKY Projects
- Bilaspur University, Chhattisgarh
- Agriculture University
- Profitable Organization
- Agricultural university
- B.Ed. in RIE AJMER , NCERT
- Assistant Professor in Mathematics
- Employee
- Agricultural College
- Gauhati University
- B.Ed college
- Agronomist
- Government Employee
- I belong to Department of Physics. But i am also director for Research Academy of Distance Education and Internal Quality Assurance
- College of education
- Teacher Training Institution
- District Institute of Education and Training (DIET)
- Master of science in Agriculture, Department of Extension Education, College of Agriculture, Latur. V.N.M.K.V. Parbhani.
- Professor, Dept of Extension Education, COA, Latur. V.N.M.K.V. Parbhani.
- Teacher Education Institution
- Dada Patil Mahavidyalaya Karjat. Tashils-Karjat Dist-Ahmednagar
- Extension Division, National Dairy Research Institute, Karnal
- B.Sc (Hons) Home Science
- teacher education college
- Bangladesh Open University
- Student in bachelor of education (b.ed)
- Institute of agricultural sciences BHU
- A student in b.ed
- Education College
- Odisha university of Agriculture and… B.E.D
- Banking Teacher
- Indian Railway
- Private Sector Employee.
- Community Radio Head
- Business professional
- prof. agricultural engineer/agricultural extension worker
You accessed the platform mainly from (396 responses)

- Office (Workplace)
- Home
- A Public Place (e.g. Internet cafe, library)
- During Travel (e.g. in Bus, Cab,...)
- Other

Your bandwidth was mainly

- Mobile GPRS/2G
- Mobile 3G/4G
- Broadband / Cable TV
You used mainly this device to access the course (396 responses)

- Desktop
- Laptop
- Mobile device - Smartphone or Tablet

Are you using Life Skills MOOC App for accessing the course (396 responses)

- Yes
- No
Reason for not using the App

I am not using the app because (169 responses)

Some more points

- Due to lack of internal memory
- I did not know about the app
- Storage issue
- I am using lab tab mean while I see on website
- It is not properly working.
- Due to unawareness about the app availability
- I don't know more about the app.
- Was not aware about the app
- I installed and started using the app on my phone. But I didn't like it because it wasn't showing the updated information which was troubling me so I preferred website to app.
- I m not aware of the app
- I am not aware that there is a lifeskills mooc app
- my mobile doesn't have free space
- I use to go from link and website
- Did not download
Life Skills MOOCs App Feedback

I am using (223 responses)
- Android App for Life Skills MOOCs
- iOS App for Life Skills MOOCs

App is easy to use (220 responses)

Average Rating - 4.3
Offline mode of App is useful (214 responses)

![Bar Chart for Offline mode of App]

Average Rating - 3.7

App is helpful in increasing engagement with the course (218 responses)

![Bar Chart for App engagement]

Average Rating - 4.2
Is the course accessible in low bandwidth scenarios (like 2G) from the app?  
(227 responses)

- Yes  
- No  
- NA

Any additional suggestions (84 responses)

- No (6)  
- I like this opportunity, thanks to all, who is developed the course. This course should be general, not for only engineers, thank to all team members who guide me, they all are very knowledgeable and helping natured and also professional guide. Thanks to CEMCA, COL and IIT, kanpur, thanks to MR. PANIGRAHI SIR, (2)  
- no (2)  
- - (2)  
- Other opportunity creat (2)  
- App is not able to accurately show the progress in profile section. Even after viewing a video completely 2 to 3 times it still doesn't show 100% progress. Moreover hangout is difficult to use on app. Whereas with web version there are no such problems. (2)  
- Very good initiative .  
- Best course  
- If we see a class fully and I will not showing any attendance in the my profile section  
- Wish to be part of many such programmes, great initative.  
- Do the genetics and plant breeding online course  
- Your effort for improving the course was good. There is no other suggestions required.keep going and bring the best in the field of education.
• this type of course are conducting more more for improve the knowledge
• Time 11.00 p.m is better deadline for working profession .
• Video lectures and quiz are very helped me, I want again start this online course.
• I could not participate in the exam using the app. Please consider this.
• Change the course name as removing the word "for engineers" by using the word" for professionals" in the title of the course
• I was pleased with the interface of the Android application and found it very accessible. The one specific feature of the app that helped me more than the website was the option to download the contents of the course which was it available on the website.
• Improvisations should be there
• KNOLEDGEABLE
• Being professional sometimes we don't get time to study and give exam for a week and can miss the test. So in few exceptional cases you should allow the participants to give test after the last date too. On request the quiz link can be activated.
• Having a great experience but one request may design for management level too
• No need
• I found the app little slow to respond, else everything was fine.
• Respected Sir/Mam Please add more courses like digital marketing, andriod development etc
• Course in Hindi&English
• Good
• Some time it takes time to load the profile pane
• Good course for me
• Good course
• App has bugs it crashes sometimes..
• plz change the course title
• Course structure is well organised and presented in professional way. I liked most presentation and Mind mapping part. I also would like to suggest that can you add more practical based utility instead of theoretical part that is industry based module like business advanced Excel, or any type of course that is directed towards industry.
• App is really very good, working well, comfortable, easy to access but after a week somehow it stop working
• Should have more accessible banwidth
• Life skills mooc app is very useful to students to access the online course easily without any delay, although some improvements are required for app development for students access the course very very easily
• Good. Excellent management in all technological aspects
• App had some technical problems; if the videos were watched on the course platform it was not recorded in the percentage column in my profile section of the app.
• I am very happy to listen all things
• Lecturer should be more practical oriented.
• The App was not so much user friendly. But it was good for easy assess.
• Increase the stability of app at low network
• Learners and Team Members might be separated, I mean who is learners they should not be Team members in Management simultaneously.
• You can add app notifications for reminding the learners about quizzes, video etc. Email notification is good but many times people don't check their emails regularly. So I would suggest you to notify through app notifications and SMS which will be helpful for us to submit the quiz and assignments before due date.
• Very good
• organise more
• Visibility of the font size/picture etc. is not clear to the learners
• Please fix the bugs for uploading photos in edit profile, also progress percentage sometime won't work., suggestion: android notification should be displayed when new announcement or weekly lecture comes.
• It is v.good app
• There should be more content and covered more topics.
• Thanks for providing user friendly application to use
• Sometime I fall on problem with apps, suddenly some item go vanish, so need to monitor time to time for every user
• Access to download of these videos without app
• sessions should be sectionwise
• I was not able to access the lecture content in the app from week 3, some error was encountering leaving the home window blank, at that time I accessed the videos through laptop, so please check it and verify the issue.... Instead the android app is very user friendly and clear...
• Nothing
• app is god to operate
• videos took greater amount of time to open even on 4G network
• Sometimes it was difficult to access
• May include other languages of instructions
• As the Possible issue this Certificate "Life skills for Professionals" then this certificate also useful to non-Engineering background students
• northindia students are feeling difficulties due to english medium may be translate video and material should be used.
• Good course
• Somehow app was showing me i have not watched videos whereas desktop was showing all done
• pls make available in low bandwidth
• launch any course
• Though i have completed listening all videos of the module, it had shown 0%. So, i had to listen it again. Please make sure to over come such kind of faults.
• The study material should be more alongwith some assignments
• Course was made really were intersting and it motivated me to use App.I have only faced problem during downloading videos. All the video i have watched was through You Tube.Request you at the end of the course do provide flexibility to complete any quiz which was missed out to complete on the last day of the course.
• Design can be improved rest it worked perfectly
• Not able to download the pdfs because of limited internet speed
• If some more caricatures are used it would be better!
• N/A
• If app is available in smart phone and once login into the site , must be accessible to user every time(need not to login every time).
Platform Feedback

Course platform was easy to use (396 responses)

Average Rating - 4.4

You used the following options to access the content (396 responses)

- Video
- Audio
- PDF
- Others (References youtube, suggested reading in the references links provided)
You watched course videos on (396 responses)

- Platform itself
- Youtube
- Downloaded from Youtube
- Shared by peers
- In App

Any other feature you would like to see in the platform? (148 responses)

1. No (15)
2. no (7)
3. Nothing (4)
4. Yes (3)
5. NO (2)
6. NIL (2)
7. Great to go .
8. Satisfied
9. After the deadline of Quiz, Answers must be displayed so we can self analyze.
10. Nothing
11. Video and slide of contents are more useful.
12. Videos download
13. Slide Show
14. Memes
15. NA
16. Upcoming Courses
17. The layout of the course platform was very well planned. I also found it very helpful to continue streaming the video from the time I left, so I didn't need to begin again or find the exact time. A feature that I would like if added to the site will be to download the course videos.

18. Everything is nicely incorporated.

19. Discussions

20. I would like to see the new course about Marketing, Business Research etc.

21. Video interactivity

22. Lite version

23. Lectures

24. Sample Questions

25. VIDEOS ARE VERY CLEAR, EXPLANATION IS VERY UNDERSTANDABLE

26. Live Discussion with others.

27. Weekly performance of candidate in comparison to other participants. It may motivate poor participants to become more active and perform well.

28. good

29. it is good and user friendly

30. None

31. Presentations slides may used for proper gaining of knowledge

32. If you can provide the PPT of the course it would be better for our future use.

33. Access to Complete Course plan

34. No need

35. live webinar in weekend

36. Navigation within the forum should be easy

37. Nothing of that sort.

38. Lecture Video download

39. It itself is sufficient.

40. Time taken or completed lessons are some times showed were wrong

41. No.Everything is perfect in this platform

42. Good and nothing else

43. Download the videos

44. Quiz should be time bound

45. Give assignment, just like 1. write the Article on the all weeks content. 2.Prepare Research paper Suggest the content material websites

46. Platform is ok

47. None, since the platform looks perfect and inclusive of all necessary requirements of e-learning

48. Quiz deadline shouldnt be on the weekdays. Also, there should be one extension upon the request.

49. MORE EXAMPLES , PICTURES & ANIMATIONS

50. Using mobile app is easy for the mobile user like me, so I can access the course on the go
51. many questions were not having answers even in the videos/ppt/notes/link that u provided.
52. after finishing the course others student number
53. Quiz
54. Mobile friendly up
55. Life skills mooc has already number of good features are present, so no other feature I would like to see in the platform.
56. Display percentile score of participant along with number of participants to workout his/her rank.
57. After quiz view correct answer in the quiz itself for the questions marked wrong answer.
58. Dual Screen for eye contact with the instructor
59. No I am satisfied with this platform.
60. App link should be available on the home page of platform itself with highlight.
61. Can the offline videos be made available on the course platform itself rather than in the app?
62. NO, Satisfied with current platform features
63. score of all participants
64. its very fantastic to get much more creative knowledge
65. I don't find more time to access the relevant platform. So all feature are enough for me.
66. I wish if you can display the missed videos /pdfs/audios accessed and quizes not attempted.
67. No its OK but VIVA might be introduced 15% marks through SKYPE or webinar
68. To send study materials by whatsapp
69. offline use
70. JVSP e learning plate form
71. Android notification functionality should come whenever any new announcement or weekly lecture released, for eg: WhatsApp message notification :)
72. Server sometimes hang, so let the server be strong
73. Video and animations
74. first time I am using this mooc tool for learning. Its more effective. I love learning in this way. thank u team for ur wonderful effort.
75. Slide material in pdf.
76. I think in platform need to response instant time of any post.
77. I want to use LifeSkills MOOC apps windows phone.
78. Easy access of the videos & different platform as well
79. Better learning and support to all learner
80. evaluation of each session was good
81. Live Chat
82. It is really good platform where I have learn more skill related information.
83. Forum Discussion
84. not exactly
85. Study course material is excellent
86. Video download option, and count down time for QUIZ
87. upon downloading videos from the platform the videos were not running properly
88. Medium of instruction in hindi
89. Everything was good there was no suggestion
90. Course content is very good and also useful in general life of individual
91. No thanks
92. some students are getting problem due english language (may be optional)
93. Presentation is Very Good
94. i could not find download button under videos in the platform and it confused me as we were suppose to download audio video. Kindly revert.
95. Flexibility to change the options (answers) upto the deadline time just like NPTEL COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
96. nothing
97. yes
98. I would like to see a direct download option to download the videos for offline studies
99. Everything good
100. Relevant jobs
101. Other (21)
Course Feedback

Life Skills MOOC for Engineers (Level I)
PART-B

Open Questions

Was there a particular aspect of the course that you liked best? If so, what was it and why? (274 responses)

- Leadership (5)
- Yes (4)
- Leadership skills (2)
- Conversation (2)
- Godd faculty and best course (2)
- The speaking was very clear, the all speaker was very best, and basically the course started from the fundamental philosophy of life skills, the philosophical aspects of life skills are described very properly. (2)
- NA (2)
- no (2)
- No (2)
- yes (2)
- Leadership styles and theories (2)
- Useful to increase in professional development (2)
- The way in which the material is presented is very good and overall is everything is very good.
- Tutor
- Leadership Lecture
- App accessibility was the best part.
- Excellent presentation by the instructor with suitable slides
- The best thing I liked during the course was the lectures given by the professors. They have good knowledge about the subject. They were making good effort to provide better notes for the learners.
- Leadership lecture are very useful to me. in that session instructor gives more information about leadership. it is useful in my professional development.
- Leadership styles
- Quiz. Because it pressure us to revise the content again
- Choice of right content with appropriate and knowledgeable faculty to deliver it.
- The course content
- Ethics
- Communication skills are batter for us because I m also teacher so I have taken this course.
- quiz contest because watched the video then answer the quiz
• Leadership development it is most useful now days for students point of view
• I liked the course content. Specially the leadership.
• Video. Enriched lecture
• Content delivery by teachers was very good
• all are good
• I particularly liked few case studies
• The course was well planned and the contents were appropriate with correct facts and theories and taught me details I might never have thought were necessary.
• course content was good . Its because the content was supported by additional material.
• Skill Knowledge
• The timely announcements and Reminders through mail
• Ease to study, at own speed.
• No comments
• prof Muralikrishna sir was very good and also the involment of an industrial expert was i liked the part.
• Forum discussions were quite useful.
• Communication, as it is an important factor in everyday life
• Lifeskills because these r very important for this generation.
• EXPLANATION
• Everything is good I liked whole.
• every course was good
• Presentation skills
• Leadership qualities
• leadership theories as I have learned these in a better way through this platform and it is really helpful in my teaching subjects too.
• Flexibility. The videos were short, brief and Informative. In free time of ten to twenty minutes one can listen to one lesson.
• Saving the quiz progress was really handy.
• good
• what instruction give by instructor
• Behavioral theory of leadership
• Continous assessment
• Online forum. It led us to interact with other participants
• Practical aspect of different subjects.
• Critical thinking
• LSRW SKILLS
• Leadership and Management
• I liked the technique Memory Mapping. Iam really thankful for that new idea. Actually I was used the charts during my study. But the chart with figures is a new idea to me. I will use it for
my improvements.
Thank you Lifeskills MOOC.

- Presenting the content
- leadership...because it has many traits ...which is used to build up our personality,
- Yes, physics of semiconductor. nice course
- everything is OK
- Good Instructors and an overall a great platform for learning
- all topics are best.
- I like thinking critically as it helps in improving thinking skills.
- Interpersonal skills
- Leadership styles covered in detail
- No particular observations
- I liked the pacing of course itself. 1 quiz a week and about 6 lectures could be done easily even by a student like me with busy academic schedules. The best thing being the course being completely free and the certificate is awarded solely based on the performance and attendance.
- I found week-4 topic quite interesting, because I had some knowledge about ethics.
- LEADERSHIP SKILLS
- Good management
- Way of delivery
- The entire course was superb. I felt Mind Mapping a little difficult and doubt that I will manage to make it. Glad that Madam approved with a positive remark. This means that, I did manage to work on it.
- LSRW skill PRESENTATION AND ETHICS IN ENGINEERING
- Module 4 - Ethics and principles for professionals was best because it plays important role in any organization.
- Leadership quality
- Nothing
- Effective Leadership - Models, Traits and Qualities
- Video content
- Leadership quality and skills that an engineer must develop
- Leadership Styles
- Subject knowledge of the presenter
- Very organized and faculties are extremely good
- Quiz because it kept a regular check on my learning
- Personality development as it changed me a lot
- in this course is not one aspect was best. number of aspect was best like teachers lecture, Selected all weeks Units are best for life skills. time to time Announcements, corrections and update the course point.
- Presentation skills - I have gained fine knowledge for preparing an effective ppt.
I like to learn more about advanced Excel, professional business English courses that is industry based.
- Simplicity with depth
- Towards effective Leadership, Because i am a Person of Sales & Marketing.
- All were excellent.
- Videos. Because, these were very much focused and interactive.
- YES, THE QUIZ - 2 BECAUSE I LIKED THE QUESTIONS
- Leadership qualities, moral ethics letter writing skills more use ful
- It was presented in a natural way
- video and ppt
- Other (157)

What suggestions do you have for us to improve the course (in its content, delivery, administration, or any other aspect)? (252 responses)

- No (10)
- no (4)
- App improvement (2)
- We should have aware the all engineers associations of India about this course. And this course should have for all officers, who are serving the different domains. (2)
- NO (2)
- Administration (2)
- Nothing (2)
- I suggest to extension educational part and discussion time should be mentioning at the time of course learning (2)
- Knowledge (2)
- Everything is fine to go.
- Increase fluency
- Course should be downloadable
- More time gap
- At this time, felt everything was presented in a right way.
- Increase more number of slides
- From my side to... I don't have any personal suggestions for you because I really enjoyed your course and it was more useful. keep going and do your best for the betterment of learners.
- I can't download videos. content delivery is very good.
- Practical experience may be given
- More examples and might be activity based
- Yes it is very comfortable to learn this course but in some of the content can improve
- Everything is good
- Dead line of quiz is 11 pm be good
- I have missed my 1st test so if possible to re arrange any particular test for students those are not attempts by chance or any other reason.
- administration
- Add more PDF files about topics
- Please use more slide with pictures and bullet points.
- The Professors should be explain without seeing. The topics were nice but explanation was dry. Use of video visuals is most important
- More pdf should be provided
- Na
- Some more features can be added in platform
- no issues
- Focus should be more on the practical aspect rather then theoretical terminologies. Focus should be on case studies particularly.
- The facial expressions of instructors should be more normal with smile and interactive body language.
- Nothing its already very good
- The MCQ’s must have good distractors
- Please develop the best Android App for lifeskill
- Instructors just read the presentation during the video; instead they should have elaborated, explained the content.
- N/A
- excellent organisation
- Quiz can be improved
- Answers of quizzes shown immediately that we improve more.
- Show the right answers after submission of exam
- Nil
- platform need to be made more interactive through video conferencing and direct chat with the instructors in doubtful cases.
- Experts need to give more examples and text should be less on the slide. On many slides general instructions like in next lecture we will learn so and so are given which was not necessary.
- Delivery could have been a little more interesting
- good
- extent time of submission of quizzes
- None
- It is ok.
• Visuals should be incorporated as much as possible. Some general or cross disciplinary examples should also have been used. These were more or less Related to engineering specially.
• In administration.
• Delivery
• The 1, 2, 5 and 6 modules are great and in moderate speed. The multiple instructors during 3 and 4 modules is difficult to follow. At least.. Please take one module by one faculty.
• everything fine
• Information
• nothing
• Everything was up to the mark
• Although course is open to all but again and again it is reminded us that the course is for engineers only. Even i have doubt that certificate might be having the word engineers. Such type of notion may sometime make the participants reluctant to participate in the activities.
• all are good
• Use some pictures wherever necessary
• Forum navigation should be enhanced to make it more convenient
• I think it would be better to have the participants interact with each other at the beginning to enrich the discussions in the forum later on. It would be better to add a conclusion video at the end of course as well.
• I don't have any suggestions. Although I would appreciate if you provide more material regarding the concerned topics.
• Good
• More frequent quizzes
• Completely satisfied. It like a dream come true. When my friend spoke about this I thought it was not my cup of tea as I doubted my ability in learning through online. I am not smart & talented. But as I proceeded I enjoyed every bit of it. So many times I listed to understand better each time. Thanks a lot! I enjoyed thoroughly.
• Some lectures like leadership was not content focused.
• Some improvement required in administration as due to some technical problem I missed to attempt my quiz section of Module 4. These technical issues (upgradation of android version) should be checked beforehand so that learners do not suffer.
• NIL
• No, everything is perfect in this course
• Nothing else
• u can also have live video lecture
• professional aspects of engineers
• all things r right
• IF the course pace can be made flexible, much needed for working professionals, and a missed quiz should be allowed to be taken up with some penalty/or no penalty of marks, it will be good.
• Make the content in such a way so that humanities students can also be benefited. The content here is more inclined to engineering students.
• App development.
• Not any issues or problem about the course. But one request plz give assignment just like. Prepare Articles, Research Paper and Report about each week.
• There may be included some activities (Objective & conceptual questions) following each video lecture which may also carry some marks. This should be aimed at applying knowledge gained from video.
• All is good. Nothing much required. I will suggest only in app improvement. Make it like Coursera platform if possible.
• None, everything found perfect.
• Thanks to everyone who's are involve with this Platform. Specially to everybody.
• Satisfied with everything.
• 1. Contents are nice. But more examples can be added.
   2. Shouldn't be only engineering focused.
• More videos with examples.
• NO SUGGESTION
• Selection models story based canceptual it's should be real.
• Font size for some slides, because with spectacle it will be easier to read content on the slides.
• Many questions in the quiz don't have answers even in the videos/ppts/notes/links that u provide.
• Everything is OK. But i think to assessment the learners only objective is not enough need written or open questionnaires.
• The participants should be asked more practical questions and weightage should be given to those questions in the assessment.
• It's ok ok
• nil
• In lesson pdf 2nd form in details contents should be more credible. no
• can initiate some high level courses.
• Course should be in hindi.
• medium both hindi and english.
• This course content, delivery, administration, etc are good, although improve the above all aspects for good results.
• Other (133)
Was there a particular aspect of the course that you did NOT like? If so, what was it and why? (231 responses)

- No (46)
- no (17)
- Nothing (8)
- NA (7)
- None (5)
- none (5)
- nil (5)
- Yes (4)
- nothing (3)
- Nil (3)
- No. (3)
- Nothing as such. (2)
- Videos watching percentage is not exact (2)
- Not applicable (2)
- N/A (2)
- Nothing in particular (2)
- No (2)
- Yes I like (2)
- Not doing any
- Interaction
- The way video watched is calculated was not good. Many of the videos that I watched completely were not been counted and I found it written 98% completed and so .
- No, nothing like that.
- Satisfied with all modules
- Everything is good
- No, I like all content. Comments are related to our profession.
- Course title only for engineers why because the content is useful for all
  At the same time I want to change course title change and give me certificate for all
- It was theoretical knowledge. All those terminologies are of less use in real life situations.
- I think that please make a hard copy of certificate because it's record and excellent for us
- Simple narrat
- not providing link i description
- ALL ARE EXCELLENT
- no direct link for submission of assignment and no proper guidance was given even.
● The marks of each of the questions in quiz was 4 whereas the resource person informed that each question will carry 2 marks. It was confusing.
● No I like all aspect of these course.
● No, I was enjoying every aspects of the course.
● not so
● Sometimes it is too much theoretical
● Some participants did insulting comments or created unwanted subject matter in the forums.
● MODULE 3
● Nil
● Does not arise.
● Some questions of quiz were mere memory testing
● Dead line of quiz
● nothing as such
● Test paper are so hard
● Nothing like that
● A lengthy quiz at end of 6/7 lectures. It need to be divided as small quizzes following each lectures with applying knowledge level questions.
● No such aspect which I did not like.
● Doest not arise
● 1. Strict drained for quizzes. At least 1week extension for each of the quizzes may be gives upon request.
   2. The quiz deadline should be in the weekends and the time shouldn't in the daytime.
● YES , THE LAST QUIZ BECAUSE I FIND IT DIFFICULT .
● Models are very old
● No, Everything is just perfect
● questions in quiz are not relevant to the topic that u teach. many questions dont have answers from ur source.
● I think every is very nice.
● Quiz Management
● Quizzes were not too difficult to attempt.
● very basic and simple
● Quizzes
● No, because this course aspects are good.
● Repetition of course objectives and evaluation criteria in some weekly videos/notes.
● Incomplete Pdfs
● No, nothing like that.
● I enjoyed this course very well, So that there's none place to point out the negativity.
● Course content should be enlarged from different areas
• I like all aspect and i think personally i have the requirement of all aspect. After the end of this course when i found time i go with all aspect.
• NO , there was no such thing about the particular.
• TITLE..Please change the title because all are not from engineering backround and the topic is general. So it is applicable for all.Please dont restrict to one particular field.
• Questions of Quiz on Critical thinking was not from the lecture notes or tricky.
• No, I like all aspects what has been taught.
• I enjoyed all aspects of the course.
• Critical thinking part is little though.
• The name of the modules emphasizing the word Engineers. The phrase you used ............in engineering/for engineers/ of engineers/ of engineering. I like to be generalized. That mean I do not want to see Engineers in the name of the modules or courses.
• calculating the no of videos watching,watched,accessing the audio and the pdf's downloaded,because the following things are not calculated properly in my progress.
• No aspect
• This course was undertaken by professionals other than engineers but everytime while addressing the learners some faculties were emphasizing the word engineers which was limits its area of learning
• No I like it
• More exposure such as relevant study material & website link in thinking critically will be more helpful to the learners for this course
• No any one
• The percentage score while seeing the video, it was quite interrupting
• There was something lack in presentation on the topic thinking critically.
• nothing like that , But few concepts felt bored(common thing in any course)
• All the lectures are of very good quality
• Quiz closing time at 3.30 pm as due to job we do it in the evening. I missed two.
• Not feedback in time of any question
• Na
• quiz changes
• Unavailability of presentation/slide or pdf in the resource section
• Nothing.
• all right
• NO
• Framing of questions
• Course has been offered for all but its Title indicated only for one professional.
• Nothing
• I liked the content and each and every topic of the course.
● No course is like-DID NOT like. But some topics like mind mapping, theories, leadership styles and theories etc needs more time to understand and digest the concept. Though they appear to be very easy while listening, but needs to be through recapitulation and rewinding the subject.
● Other (29)

What are your expectation from Life Skills MOOC (Level 2)? (258 responses)

● Knowledge and self confidence (4)
● Good life skills courses (2)
● More information regarding life skills with more ethical matter. And We should have awareness the humanity and rationalism apart from technical matter. (2)
● Provide more knowledge about Life skills (2)
● I hope to again good learning experience and improve the professional knowledge. (2)
● More additional values to my career
● Same as first
● It can be keep continue
● Get more knowledge n understand the topic in depth
● Personality development
● Some graphical representations on the topic ,deep evaluation of the course and some more knowledgeable facts.
● New ideas and to know the hidden knowledge in the field of English.
● Advanced course
● It will enhance our knowledge more.
● to improve communication skills
● Gain deeper insight into other life skill topics, probably more oriented toward improving the critical thinking abilities
● More skillfull
● How can we better represent at our working place? Represent it.
● very excited to level 2 for participation
● You can add more life skills videos practical life based.
● more content
● Quizzzes should remain
● Good Tutorial video
● NA
● In depth knowledge on the contents of Level 1
● Discussion board
• better resources than level1
• I expect it to be better than level 1
• should be more generic as the level 1
• Highly Knowledge and perfect material
• It should cater to higher order thinking and reflection
• Eagerly looking forward.
• same learn level-01
• Deep elaboration of concept and their applications to be emphasized.
• Improvements in app
• Use same way like level one.
• Much More hands on
• YES, I WILL COPLETED IF CHANCE GOT. APPLICABLE FOR STUDENTS AS WELL AS FIELD
• Good I want to join again to excel myself.
• development of current skills
• Better content
• Nil
• it should be more interactive and provide better learning experience.
• Want to learn more advance life skills like decision making, change management, how to motivate subordinates and be a good leader and decision maker.
• more advance
• more effective and efficient
• As it was in level 1
• Further advancement in knowledge
• Task should be in the form of assignment. Case studies of eminent personalities should be used.
• Not too much but those subjects are nearly not relevant to my profession.
• More resources
• I am anxious about the thrilling level 2. I expect more informations
• knowledge
• nothing much..its fine
• To increase knowledge
• same as this
• More quizzes
• To gain knowledge about other important topics such as resume making, job application, corporate life etc.
• higher than level 1
• It will be awesome like level 1
• May be better and may remove the limitations of this course
• still want to know different areas of life skills
Case studies
Same as Level 1
Greater Expectations. I think it would really better if you can include a video at the end of Level 2 such as a conclusion video.
I never have any expectations.
Never expect the unexpected, that's what I believe.
MUCH INFO THAN LEVEL 1
Certificate to be sent by post
Practical application based learning
Looking at the topics, I presume it to more interesting. Especially the interview skills, report & technical writing, team work, group dynamics. Yearning for it.
Application of my newly acquired skills
To constantly enrich us with new courses thereby helping us to enhance our knowledge and help us to serve the society and people in best possible way.
It should be very useful to all of us
I want to learn more from this platform it's really useful.
Expectations very much high your course material and guiding method really awasome for engineering students thanks for your aspecious knowledge giving for us sir/madam.
that will be more interesting then this one
Advance to level 1
Good
Sharing of some Demo Projects where such skills resulted in certain Outcomes
Advance skills
More new angles.. more psychosovial approaches
More helpful with ppts
more Knowledge about Life Skills and its use in Teaching Learning session
I am interested only in Level 1. I would not like to get enrolled for Level 2.
Industry based modules
More detailed and extensive contents
I hope, Module-3 (Thinking Critically-2) should be more expressly.
As the given module structure it is presumed to be very interesting and in an advanced level.
Quiz deadlines should've in the weekends. Say Saturday. Time should be the midnight. Sat 12am.
Advanced knowledge
LOTS
Advance knowledge
Bringing my knowledge to the next level
I think it will be more hard than Level-1.
Short Period
More knowledge sharing and enhancement that will help participant to grow as a student, teacher and administrator.
I am looking forward to join it
good
Other (151)

What other courses you are expecting from us in future? (260 responses)

Like lifeskillsmooc (4)
Many other courses related to science (2)
1. Stress Management, 2. Training course for counseling, who will become a counselor in general era related child psychology, family problems, relationship etc. (2)
Personality development (2)
Don't know (2)
Diploma course of Life skills which should be related to education field also (2)
Good and best to help to learning (2)
" Life Skills" (2)
More practical and more innovative
Good
Design the course on modern agricultural engineering methods
Teaching methodology
International relations
Public behaviour
Motivational courses
Courses that would be helpful for the students and improve knowledge beyond the normal classes in the college.
Give more opportunity about life skill education and various courses about different skills . in our professional development those skills are useful to us please arrange the other courses.
Research in education
Skill Development, Motivational Courses and might be our respective domain courses.
related to one
Technical courses in computer science
Training on adult learning
Maths applications
If any educational degree or diploma course for profesional development.
management system
We are expecting the course for all Research scholar purpose,
Please start more professional course.
Udemy type of course
- Course For life science professionals
- Leadership and Total Quality Management
- technical aspect
- Life skills with components like stress management relationship building.
- Communicational skills
- English Spoken Technique
- Similar corses for other professionals also.
- marketing, Business Research, International Business,
- Pedagogy and technology relevant
- Strategy development
- Value education

- TEACHING LEARNING METHODS
- Basic teaching Learning techniques to improve teacher students interaction.
- Courses Related to personality development
- Information technology
- a course in digital marketing or business analytics
- Personality development, Stress management, Open Source softwares, Teaching skills, Teaching Pedagogies, etc
- teaching skills, health, environment, pollution control
- diffusion of inovation
- Something on management
- Courses related to project management
- ICT Integrated Learning.
- Management in corporate world.
- Spoken English
- On human values
- Study of ethical hacking.
- stress management
- agriculture( Agronomy)
- Your the one of the best
- agronomy and engineering course....medical course if any
- Technical oriented courses would be really helpful
- cyber security, environment protection, language learning courses
- Digital marketing, Android Development, Cyber security
- Yoga
- Digital India and prospects for career
- No suggestions
- A course on application of LifeSkills.
  A course with technical modules would be better as well.
Courses related to languages like c,c++, python, etc. That would be a great help for almost all the engineers.

CERTIFICATE TO BE SENT BY POST

More on soft skills

Whichever courses are delivered, it will definitely be relevant. No choice from my end. We need to upgrade ourselves from every perspectives so as to be in tuned. That's for sure, MOOC takes into account.

Learning non verbal communication and phonetics

Courses related with Management/Administration/library Science/any other which you feel suits us.

Corrosion in Day-to-day life

Programming like, c/c++, java, python, html etc.

So many engineering related courses

Personality development and engineering courses

Teaching professionals in engineering course

horticulture

Ethics for Other non-engineering Professionals

Food & Nutrition

Instructional design

Science oriented specifically chemistry mooc courses

Personality development and soft skills

Life Skills for Teachers, Trainee teachers and Educators.

Research methodology and statistical analysis, Effective communication, Personality development

Professional English course and Advanced business excel

Kindly do necessary procedure for issue of orders from competent govt. authorities so that participation certificate may be considered as training requirement for faculty members. Accordingly, kindly organize short term courses of 1-week and 2-weeks with ISTE-AICTE approvals. This would be of great help. Thanks and regards.

On Sales & Marketing, English Language Learning etc.

Anything relevant for developing.

Computational thinking, AI, etc.

Environment, Solid Waste, Water Quality and treatment, Climate change

ANY COURSES AS PER YOUR FEASIBILITY & CONVENIENCE

Advance biotechnology aspects in practical manner

As an Indian, I like if the same will be available in regional languages for many who are from vernacular medium. As I believe this is useful for every professional and also helping for the betterment of an individual. Thank you very much to the entire team for this course. It is my pleasure for being a part of it. Thank you very much
- Dairy technology
- still more courses related to agriculture and horticulture
- How to do make a course in online platform.
- Dairy Development